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Abstract

Integrity constraints are useful for the specification of deductive
databases, as well as for inductive and abductive logic programs.
Verifying integrity constraints upon updates is a major efficiency
bottleneck and specialised methods have been developed to speedup
this task. They can however still incur a considerable overhead. In
this paper we propose a solution to this problem by using partial
evaluation to pre-compile the integrity checking for certain update
patterns. The idea being, that a lot of the integrity checking can
already be performed given an update pattern without knowing the
actual, concrete update.

In order to achieve the pre-compilation, we write the specialised
integrity checking as a meta-interpreter in logic programming. This
meta-interpreter incorporates the knowledge that the integrity con-
straints were not violated prior to a given update and uses a tech-
nique to lift the ground representation to the non-ground one for
resolution. By partially evaluating this meta-interpreter for certain
transaction patterns, using a sophisticated partial evaluation tech-
nique presented in earlier work, we are able to automatically obtain
very efficient specialised update procedures, executing, for instance,
substantially faster than the original meta-interpreter.
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73]). However, the concerns in these two approaches have strongly di�ered. In functionalprogramming, self-application and the realisation of the di�erent Futamura projections,has been the focus of a lot of contributions. In logic programming, self-application hasreceived much less attention.1 Here, the majority of the work has been concerned withdirect optimisation of run-time execution, often targeted at removing the overhead causedby meta-interpreters.In the context of pure logic programs, partial evaluation is often referred to as partialdeduction, the term partial evaluation being reserved for the treatment of non-declarativeprograms. Firm theoretical foundations for partial deduction have been established byLloyd and Shepherdson in [52].However, pure logic programming is rarely considered to be viable for practical \real-life" programming and for instance Prolog incorporates non-declarative extensions (notehowever the recent e�orts towards a declarative successor of Prolog in e.g. [32] or [76]).In [42] we presented a partial evaluation scheme for a practically usable subset of Prologencompassing built-ins, like var/1, nonvar/1 and =../2,2 simple side-e�ects, like print/1,and the operational if-then-else construct. In this paper we apply this partial evaluationscheme to a non-trivial and practically useful meta-interpreter for specialised integritychecking in deductive databases.From a theoretical viewpoint, integrity constraints are very useful for specifying de-ductive databases as well as inductive or abductive logic programs.3 They ensure that nocontradictory data can be introduced and monitor the coherence of a database. From apractical viewpoint however it can be quite expensive to check the integrity of a deduc-tive database after each update. An extensive amount of research addresses the task ofimproving integrity checking such that it takes advantage of the fact that a database wasconsistent prior to any particular update and only veri�es the relevant parts of a database.Some references to this line of work during the 80's are [9,17,19,53,55,71], with an overviewo�ered in [11]. A clear exposition of the main issues in update propagation, can be foundin [38], while [14] compares the e�ciency of some major strategies on a range of examples.Finally, recent contributions can be found in, among others, [13,20,40].Quite often, parts of the database remain static for longer periods of time and theupdates are instances of certain given patterns. Therefore some techniques also address pre-compilation of the integrity constraint specialisation. For instance, the method by Wallacein [80] explicitly generates specialised update procedures for certain update patterns. Thetechniques are however rather ad-hoc and restricted to very speci�c kinds of updates andto a particular simpli�cation technique. Usually, the intensional database (i.e. the rules)and the integrity constraints are supposed to be �xed and known, the extensional database(i.e. the facts) is considered to be totally unknown and only updates to the extensionaldatabase are considered. This is for instance the case for the approach by Wallace in [80].A meta-program is a program which takes another program, the object-program, as1Some notable exceptions are [29,30,34,62].2But excluding built-ins which manipulate clauses and goals, like call/1 or assert/1.3In the remainder of this paper we will only talk about deductive databases, but the discussions andresults remain of course also valid for inductive or abductive logic programs with integrity constraints.2



input and manipulates it in some way. A detailed account of meta-programming and itsuses can be found in [31]. Some of the applications of meta-programming are: extendingthe programming language, multi-agent reasoning, debugging, program analysis, programtransformation and of course specialised integrity checking. In the latter case the objectprogram is the (relevant) part of a deductive database and the meta program performsspecialised integrity checking.In the late 80's it was proposed that partial evaluation could be used to derive specialisedintegrity checks for deductive databases by partially evaluating meta-interpreters. Thiswould allow for a very exible way of generating specialised update procedures. Any kindof update pattern and any kind of partial knowledge can be considered | it is not �xedbeforehand which part of the database is static and which part is subject to change. Thiscan be very useful in practice. For instance in [10], Bry and Manthey argue that it is notalways the case that facts change more often than rules and that rules are updated moreoften than integrity constraints. Furthermore, by implementing the specialised integritychecking as a meta-interpreter, we are not stuck with one particular method. For example,by adapting the meta-interpreter, we can implement di�erent strategies depending on theapplication at hand.However, to the best of our knowledge, the idea based on partially evaluating a meta-interpreter, was never actually implemented and in the second part of this paper we providethe �rst practical realisation. We will apply the partial evaluation scheme developed in [42]to a particular meta-program performing integrity checking in deductive databases. Ourresults illustrate the viability of the above approach and indicate that partial evaluationhas the potential to create highly specialised update procedures for deductive databases.The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic de�nitionsrelative to deductive databases and present a method which performs specialised integritychecking. In Sections 3 and 4 we present a meta-interpreter which implements this methodfor hierarchical, normal databases and present some insights into object level representationissues. In Section 5 we present a sophisticated partial evaluation technique based on [42],which we then use in Section 6 to generate specialised update procedures and demonstratetheir e�ciency by an extensive set of experiments. In Section 7 we discuss the steps requiredto handle recursive databases. Some concluding remarks can be found in Section 8.An earlier version of this article appeared in [46].2 Deductive Databases and Integrity CheckingWe assume the reader to be familiar with the standard notions of logic programming, liketerm, atom or literal. Introductions to logic programming can be found in [1] and [51]. Weuse the convention to represent logical variables by (specially typeset) uppercase letterslike X; Y. Predicates and functors will be represented by lowercase letters like p; q; f; g.In this section we present some essential background in deductive databases and in-tegrity checking. We also present a new method for specialised integrity checking, whichwe will later on implement as a meta-interpreter.3



De�nition 2.1 (Deductive Database)A clause is a �rst-order formula of the form Head  Body where Head is an atom andBody is a conjunction of literals. A deductive database is a set of clauses.We do not make any distinction between facts, rules and integrity constraints. A factis just a clause with an empty body. An integrity constraint is a clause of the form false Body. As is well-known, more general rules and constraints can be reduced to thisformat through the transformations proposed in [54]. See also the discussions in [74] aboutinconsistency indicators.For the purposes of this paper, it is convenient to consider a database to be inconsistent,or violating the integrity constraints, i� false is derivable in the database via SLDNF (seee.g. [1] or [51]). Other views of inconsistency exist and some discussions can for instancebe found in [11]. Note that we do not require a deductive database to be range-restricted.Range-restriction is not necessary for the approach in this paper. This is because ournotion of integrity is based on the SLDNF procedure, which always gives the same answerirrespective of the underlying language (see e.g. [75]). However range-restriction is stilluseful as it ensures that no SLDNF-refutation will ounder.Finally we allow SLDNF-derivations to be incomplete, i.e. neither leading to successnor failure, but to a goal where no literal has been selected for a further derivation step.As pointed out above, integrity constraints play a crucial role in several logic program-ming based research areas. It is however probably fair to say that they received mostattention in the context of (relational and) deductive databases. Addressed topics are,among others, constraint satis�ability, semantic query optimisation, system supported oreven fully automatic recovery after integrity violation and e�cient constraint checkingupon updates. It is the latter topic that we focus on in this paper.Two seminal contributions, providing �rst treatments of e�cient constraint checkingupon updates in a deductive database setting, are [19] and [53]. In essence, what is proposedis reasoning forwards from an explicit addition or deletion, computing indirectly causedimplicit potential updates.Consider the following clause:p(X;Y ) q(X); r(Y )The addition of q(a) might cause implicit additions of p(a; Y )-like facts. Which instances ofp(a; Y ) will in fact be derivable depends of course on r. Moreover, some or all such instancesmight already be provable in some other way. Propagating such potential updates throughthe program clauses, we might hit upon the possible addition of false. Each time thishappens, a way in which the update might endanger integrity has been uncovered. Itis then necessary to evaluate the (properly instantiated) body of the a�ected integrityconstraint to check whether false is actually provable in this way.We now present a particular method of update propagation in more detail.De�nition 2.2 (Database Update)A database update, U , is a triple hDb+;Db=;Db�i such that Db+;Db=;Db� are deductivedatabases and Db+ \Db= = Db+ \Db� = Db= \Db� = ;.4



We say that � is a SLDNF derivation after U i� � is an SLDNF derivation for Db+ [Db=.Similarly � is a SLDNF derivation before U if � is an SLDNF derivation for Db� [Db=.Note, that we take the liberty to not always explicitly cite the goal for which an SLDNF-derivation is made. Intuitively,Db�[Db= represents the database state before the updateand Db+ [Db= represents the database state after the update. In other words Db� are theclauses removed by the update and Db+ are the clauses which are added by the update.We now present a method to characterise the (potential) e�ect a database update hason the set of deducible atoms. It is loosely based on the calculation of the sets of atomsposD;D0 ; negD;D0 by Lloyd, Sonenberg and Topor in [53], which in turn is an extension ofthe calculation of atomD;D0 by Lloyd and Topor in [55]. The main di�erence being that wecalculate pos(U) and neg(U) in one step instead of in two. This approach should be moree�cient, while yielding the same result, because in each iteration step the inuence of anatom C is independent of the other atoms currently in posi and negi.Also, from now on, mgu�(A;B) represents an idempotent, most general uni�er of theset fA;B 0g, where B 0 is obtained from B by standardising apart. This small technicalpoint was overlooked in [53, 55], meaning that the results therein are incorrect and oneshould use the mgu� instead of the plain mgu. A small discussion of this point is providedbelow in the proof of Lemma 2.7.De�nition 2.3 (Potential Updates)Given a database update U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i, we de�ne the set of positive potentialupdates pos(U) and the set of negative potential updates neg(U) inductively as follows:pos0(U) = fA j A Body 2 Db+gneg0(U) = fA j A Body 2 Db�gposi+1(U) = fA� j A : : : ; B; : : : 2 Db=;C 2 posi(U) and mgu�(B;C) = �g[ fA� j A : : : ;:B; : : : 2 Db=;C 2 negi(U) and mgu�(B;C) = �gnegi+1(U) = fA� j A : : : ; B; : : : 2 Db=;C 2 negi(U) and mgu�(B;C) = �g[ fA� j A : : : ;:B; : : : 2 Db=;C 2 posi(U) and mgu�(B;C) = �gpos(U) = Si�0 posi(U)neg(U) = Si�0 negi(U)Note that the above de�nition does not test whether an atom A 2 pos(U) is a \real"update, i.e. whether A is actually derivable after the update (this is what is called thephantomness test) and whether A was indeed not derivable before the update (this is5



called the idleness test). A similar remark can be made about the atoms in neg(U). Thishas the advantage that we do not need to access the entire database, and in fact the abovede�nition does not reference the set of facts in Db= at all, because only clauses with atleast one literal in the body are used. This is advantageous in a lot of cases, but alsosomewhat restricts the usefulness of this method (and the one in [53, 55]) when rules andintegrity constraints change more often than facts.Example 2.4 Let Db+ = fman(a)  g, Db� = ; and let the following clauses representthe rules of Db=: mother(X; Y) parent(X; Y); woman(X)father(X; Y) parent(X; Y); man(X)false man(X); woman(X)false parent(X; Y); parent(Y; X)With U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i, we then obtain that pos(U) = fman(a); father(a; ); falsegand neg(U)=;.The following de�nition uses the sets pos(U) and neg(U) to obtain more speci�c in-stances of goals and detect whether the proof tree of a goal is potentially a�ected by anupdate.De�nition 2.5 (�+U , ��U)Given a database update U and a goal G = L1; : : : ; Ln, we de�ne:�+U(G) = f� j C 2 pos(U), mgu�(Li; C) = �,Li is a positive literal and 1 � i � n g[ f� j C 2 neg(U), mgu�(Ai; C) = �,Li = :Ai and 1 � i � ng��U(G) = f� j C 2 neg(U), mgu�(Li; C) = �,Li is a positive literal and 1 � i � n g[ f� j C 2 pos(U), mgu�(Ai; C) = �,Li = :Ai and 1 � i � ngWe say that G is potentially added by U i� �+U (G) 6= ;. Also, G is potentially deleted byU i� ��U (G) 6= ;.Note that trivially �+U(G) 6= ; i� �+U( Li) 6= ; for some literal Li of G. The methodby Lloyd, Sonenberg and Topor in [53] can roughly be seen as simplifying the integrityconstraints by calculating �+U( Bodyi) for each body Bodyi of an integrity constraintand then instantiating the integrity constraints using the so obtained set of substitutions.For the Example 2.4 above we obtain: 6



�+U( man(X); woman(X)) = ffX=agg and�+U( parent(X; Y); parent(Y; X)) = ;and thus obtain the following set of simpli�ed integrity constraints:ffalse man(a); woman(a)gChecking this simpli�ed constraint is of course muchmore e�cient than entirely re-checkingall the integrity constraints of Example 2.4.In our method we will use the substitutions �+U slightly di�erently. First though, wecharacterise the derivations in a database after some update, which were not present beforethe update.De�nition 2.6 (incremental SLDNF-derivation)Let U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i be a database update and let � be an SLDNF-derivation afterU . A derivation step of � will be called incremental i� it resolves a positive literal with aclause from Db+ or if it selects a ground negative literal :A such that  A is potentiallydeleted by U .We say that � is incremental i� it contains at least one incremental derivation step.The treatment of negative literals in the above de�nition is not optimal. In fact \ Ais potentially deleted by U" does not guarantee that the same derivation does not exist inthe database state prior to an update. However an optimal criterion, due to its complexity,has not been implemented in the current approach.Lemma 2.7Let G be a goal and U a database update. If there exists an incremental derivation for Gafter U , then G is potentially added by U .Proof:Let U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i and let � be the incremental derivation for G after U . We de�ne�0 to be the incremental derivation G0 = G;G1; : : : ; Gk for G after U , obtained by stoppingat the �rst incremental derivation step of �.Base Case: There are two possibilities: either a positive literal Li = Ai or a negativeliteral Li = :Ai has been selected inside Gk�1 at the last (incremental) step. In the �rstcase the goal Gk�1 has been resolved with a standardised apart4 clause A  Body2 Db+with mgu(Ai; A)=�. Thus by De�nition 2.3 we have A 2 pos(U) and by De�nition 2.5 weobtain � 2 �+U( L).In the second case ��U( Ai) 6= ; and by De�nition 2.5: 9C 2 neg(U) such thatmgu�(Ai; C) = �. Hence we know that � 2 �+U( L). In both cases �+U ( L) 6= ; and itfollows that the goal Gk�1 is potentially added by U .4So far we have not provided a formal de�nition of the notion of \standardising apart". Several ones,correct and incorrect, exist in the literature (see e.g. the discussion in [35] or [22]). Just suppose for theremainder of this proof that fresh variables, not occurring \anywhere else", are used.7



Induction Step: We can now prove by induction that the set of goals fGk�2; : : : ; G0g arealso potentially added. Let us suppose that Gm = L1; : : : ; Ln, with 1 � m � k � 1, ispotentially added. We know that for at least one literal Li we have that �+U( Li) 6= ;.If a negative literal has been selected in the derivation step from Gm�1 to Gm thenGm�1 is also potentially added, because all the literals Li also occur unchanged in Gm�1.If a positive literal L0j has been selected in the derivation step from Gm�1 to Gm and re-solved with the (standardised apart) clause A B1; : : : ; Bq 2 Db=, with mgu(L0j; A) = �,we have: Gm�1 = L01; : : : ; L0j; : : : ; L0r, Gm = (L01; : : : ; L0j�1; B1; : : : ; Bq; L0j+1; : : : ; L0r)�.There are again two cases. Either there exists a L0p, with 1 � p � r ^ p 6= j, such that�+U( L0p�) 6= ;. In that case we have (because mgu�is used inside De�nition 2.5) that�+U( L0p) 6= ; and Gm�1 is potentially added. Note that this is not the case if we use justthe mgu without standardising apart. As already pointed out this has been overlookedin [53, 55]. Take for instance L0p = p(a; Y; b; X) and � = fX=Y; Y=Xg. Then L0p� uni�es withp(X; a; Y; b) 2 pos(U) and the more general L0p does not!In the other case there only exists a Bp, with 1 � p � q, such that �+U ( Bp�) 6= ;. IfBpis a positive literal, we know by De�nition 2.5 that: 9C 2 pos(U) with mgu�(Bp�;C) = �.From the fact that C is standardised apart before unifying with Bp� we know that for some�0: mgu�(Bp; C) = �0 (again this is not the case if we use the mgu). Hence by De�nition 2.3we can conclude that a variant of A�0 is an element of pos(U). It only remains to beproven that mgu�(L0j ; A�0) exists. We know that �0 is the most general uni�er of Bp anda standardised apart version C� of C and we also know that �� is a uni�er of Bp and C�(because the variables of � and C� are disjoint). Hence �0 is more general than ��, i.e. forsome  we have �0 = ��. From this we can deduce that A�0 = A��. Let us now take thestandardised apart version A� of A�0 that will be used in the calculation of mgu�(L0j ; A�0).We know that for some  0 we have that A�0 = A��. We also know (by standardisingapart) that the domain of 0 has no variables in common with the domain of �� and hence [ �� is a well de�ned substitution. And indeed,  [ �� is a uni�er for fL0j; A�g and hencea most general uni�er must exist. We can thus conclude that �+U ( L0j) 6= ; and thatGm�1 is potentially added.The proof is almost identical for the case that Bp is a negative literal. In summary allthe goals fGk�1; : : : ; G0g are potentially added and thus also G = G0. 2De�nition 2.8 (relevant SLDNF-derivation)Let � be a (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-derivation after U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i and letG0; G1; : : : be the sequence of goals of �. We say that � is a relevant derivation after U i�for each Gi we either have that Gi is potentially added by U or �i is incremental after U ,where �i is the sub-derivation leading from G0 to Gi.A refutation being a particular derivation we can specialise the concept and de�ne rele-vant refutations. The following theorem will form the basis of our method for performingspecialised integrity checking.Theorem 2.9 (Incremental Integrity Checking)Let U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i be a database update such that there is no SLDNF refutation8



before U for the goal  false.Then  false has a SLDNF-refutation after U i�  false has a relevant refutation afterU .Proof:(: If  false has a relevant refutation then it trivially has a refutation, namely therelevant one.): The refutation must be incremental, because otherwise the derivation is also validfor Db= [ Db� and we have a contradiction. Let G0 = false;G1; : : : ; Gk = 2 bethe incremental refutation. For each Gi, we either have that Gi occurs after the �rstincremental derivation step and hence the sub-derivation �i, leading from G0 to Gi, isincremental. If on the other hand Gi is situated before the �rst incremental derivationstep, we can use Lemma 2.7 to infer that Gi is potentially added. Thus the derivationconforms to De�nition 2.8 and is relevant. 2In other words, if we know that the integrity constraints of a deductive database were notviolated before an update, then we only have to search for a relevant refutation of falsein order to check the integrity constraints after the update.The method can best be illustrated by re-examining Example 2.4. The goals in theSLD-tree in Figure 1 are annotated with their corresponding sets of substitutions �+U . TheSLD-derivation leading to parent(X; Y); parent(Y; X) is not relevant and can therefore bepruned. Similarly all derivations descending from the goal man(X); woman(X) which donot use Db+ = fman(a) g are not relevant either and can also be pruned. However thederivation leading to woman(a) is incremental and is relevant even though woman(a)is not potentially added. ����	 @@@@R?@@@@R����	  parent(X;Y); parent(Y;X) ; man(X);woman(X)fX=ag false f;g woman(a) ;normal solveFigure 1: SLDNF-tree for example 2.4Note that the above method can be seen as an extension of the method in [53], because�+U is not only used to simplify the integrity constraints at the topmost level (i.e. a�ectingthe bodies of integrity constraints), but is used throughout the testing of the integrity9



constraints to prune non-relevant branches. An example where this aspect is importantwill be presented in Section 6.Note however that the method in [53] not only removes integrity constraints but alsoinstantiates them, possibly generating several specialised integrity constraints for a singleunspecialised one. This instantiation often considerably reduces the number of matchingfacts and is therefore often vital for improving the e�ciency of the integrity checks. TheDe�nition 2.8 of relevant derivations does not use �+U to instantiate intermediate goals.The reasons for this are purely practical, namely, to keep the meta-interpreter as simpleas possible for e�ective partial evaluation. De�nition 2.8 could actually be easily adaptedto use �+U for instantiating goals and Theorem 2.9 would still be valid. But, surprisingly,the instantiations will often be performed by the partial evaluation method itself and theresults in Section 6 illustrate this. We will further elaborate on these aspects in Section 4.3 The Meta-interpreter3.1 Specialised Update ProceduresSpecialised integrity checking, like the method of the previous section, can be implementedthrough a meta-interpreter, manipulating updates and databases as object-level expres-sions. As we already mentioned, a major bene�t of such a meta-programming approachlies in the exibility it o�ers: Any particular propagation and simpli�cation strategy canbe incorporated into the meta-program.Furthermore, by partial evaluation of this meta-interpreter, we may (in principle) beable to pre-compile the integrity checking for certain update patterns. Let us re-examineExample 2.4. For the concrete update of Example 2.4, with Db+ = fman(a) g, a meta-interpreter implementing the method of the previous section would try to �nd a refutationfor  false in the manner outlined in Figure 1. By specialising this meta-interpreter foran update pattern Db+ = fman(A)  g, Db� = ;, where A is not yet known, one might(hopefully) obtain a specialised update procedure, e�ciently checking integrity, essentiallyas follows:inconsistent(add(man(A))) evaluate(woman(A))Given the actual value for A, this procedure will basically check consistency in a similarmanner to the unspecialised meta-interpreter, but will do this much more e�ciently, be-cause the propagation, simpli�cation and evaluation process is already pre-compiled. Forinstance, the derivation in Figure 1 leading to  parent(X; Y); parent(Y; X) has alreadybeen pruned at specialisation time. Similarly all derivations descending from the goal man(X); woman(X), which do not use Db+, have also already been pruned at special-isation time. Finally, the specialised update procedure no longer has to calculate pos(U)and neg(U) for the concrete update U . All of this can lead to very high e�ciency gains.Both [80] and [74] explicitly address this compilation aspect. Their approaches arehowever more limited in some important respects and both use ad-hoc techniques and ter-minology instead of well-established and general apparatus provided by meta-interpreters10



and partial deduction (the main concern of [74] is to show why using inconsistency indica-tors instead of integrity constraints is relevant for e�ciency and a good idea in general).In this section we will present a meta-interpreter for specialised integrity checking whichis based on Theorem 2.9. This meta-interpreter will act on object level expressions (terms,atoms, goals, clauses, ...) which represent the deductive database under consideration. So,before presenting the meta-interpreter in more detail, it is advisable to discuss the issue ofrepresenting these object level expressions at the meta-level, i.e. inside the meta-interpreter.3.2 The Ground, Non-Ground and Mixed RepresentationsIn logic programming, there are basically two opposing schools of thought on how anobject level expression, say the atom p(X; a), should be represented at the meta-level.The �rst school would use the term p(X; a) as the representation, while the second onewould use something like the term struct(p; [var(1); struct(a; [])]). The �rst term is a non-ground representation which represents an object-level variable as a meta-level variable.The second one is a ground representation which represents an object-level variable as aground term. Some examples of the ground representation that will be used throughoutthis paper are presented in Figure 2.Object level Ground representationX var(1)c struct(c; [])f(X; a) struct(f; [var(1); struct(a; [])])p q struct(clause; [struct(p; []); struct(q; [])])Figure 2: A ground representationThe ground representation has the advantage that it can be treated purely declaratively,while for many applications the non-ground representation requires the use of extra-logicalbuilt-ins. The non-ground representation also has semantical problems (although theywere solved to some extent in [18, 58, 59]). The main advantage of the non-ground repre-sentation is that the meta-interpreter can use the underlying uni�cation mechanism, whilefor the ground representation, the meta-interpreter has to make use of an explicit uni�-cation algorithm. This (currently) induces a di�erence in speed reaching several orders ofmagnitude. The current consensus in the logic programming community is that both rep-resentations have their merits and the actual choice depends on the particular application.For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to [31], [6, 32], the conclusion of [58] orthe extended version of [48]. Some further comments concerning these issues will also bemade in Section 7.Sometimes however it is possible to combine both approaches into one. This was �rstexempli�ed by Gallagher in [26, 27], where an interpreter for the ground representation is11



presented which lifts the ground representation to the non-ground one for resolution. Wewill call this approach the mixed representation. A similar technique was used in the self-applicable partial evaluator Logimix [33,62]. Hill and Gallagher [31] also provide a recentaccount of this style of writing meta-interpreters with its uses and limitations. Withthat technique we can use the versatility of the ground representation for representingobject level expressions, while not su�ering an enormous speed decrease. Furthermore, asdemonstrated by Gallagher in [26] and in the results of our experiments, partial evaluationcan in this way sometimes completely remove the overhead of the ground representation.Performing a similar feat on a meta-interpreter using the ground representation and explicituni�cation is much harder and has, to the best of our knowledge, not been accomplishedyet (for some promising attempts see the partial evaluator Sage [7, 29, 30], or the newscheme for the ground representation in [48]).Instead of using the mixed representation, one may also think of simply using the non-ground representation to write our meta-interpreter. There are actually several reasonswhy this is not such a good idea. One disadvantage of the non-ground representation isthat it is more di�cult to specify partial knowledge for partial evaluation. Suppose forinstance that we know that a given atom (for instance the head of a fact that will be addedto a deductive database) will be of the form man(T ), where T is a constant, but we don'tknow yet at partial evaluation time which particular constant T stands for. In the groundrepresentation the this can be expressed by writing the atom as struct(man; [struct(C; [])]).However in the non-ground representation we have to write this as man(X), which is unfor-tunately less precise, as the variable X now no longer represents only constants but standsfor any term.5There is unfortunately another caveat to using the non-ground representation: eitherthe object-program has to be stored explicitly using meta-program clauses, instead of usinga term-representation of the object program, or non-logical built-ins like copy=2 have to beused to perform the standardising apart. Figure 3 illustrates these two possibilities. Notethat without the copy in Figure 3, the second meta-interpreter would incorrectly fail for thegiven query. For our application this means that, on the one hand, using the non-logicalcopying approach unduly complicates the specialisation task while at the same time leadingto a serious e�ciency bottleneck. On the other hand, using the clause representation,implies that representing updates to a database becomesmuchmore cumbersome. Basicallywe also have to encode the updates explicitly as meta-program clauses, thereby makingdynamic meta-programming (see e.g. [31]) impossible.So, the most promising option for our application is to use the mixed representation. Assuch, our meta-interpreter contains a predicate make non ground=2, which lifts a groundterm to a non-ground one. For instance the query make non ground(struct(f; [var(1); var(2); var(1)]); X)succeeds with a computed answer similar to5A possible way out is to use the = ::=2 built-in and represent the atom by man(X);X = ::[C]. Thisrequires that the partial evaluator provides non-trivial support for the built-in = ::=2 (to ensure for instancethat the information about X, provided by X = ::[C], is properly used and propagated).12



1. Using a Clause Representation 2. Using a Term Representationsolve([]) solve(P; []) solve([HjT]) solve(P; [HjT]) clause(H;B) member(Cl;P); copy(Cl; cl(H;B))solve(B); solve(T) solve(P;B); solve(P;T)clause(p(X); [])  solve([p(a); p(b)])  solve([cl(p(X); [])]; [p(a); p(b)])Figure 3: Two non-ground meta-interpreters with fp(X) g as object programmake non ground(GrTerm; NgTerm) mng(GrTerm; NgTerm; []; Sub)mng(var(N); X; []; [sub(N; X)]) mng(var(N); X; [sub(M; Y)jT ]; [sub(M; Y)jT1]) (N = M! (T1 = T; X = Y) ; mng(var(N); X; T; T1))mng(struct(F;GrArgs); struct(F; NgArgs); InSub;OutSub) l mng(GrArgs; NgArgs; InSub;OutSub)l mng([]; []; Sub; Sub) l mng([GrHjGrT]; [NgHjNgT]; InSub;OutSub) mng(GrH; NgH; InSub; InSub1);l mng(GrT; NgT; InSub1;OutSub)Figure 4: Lifting the ground representationfX=struct(f; [ 49; 57; 49])g.The variables 49 and 57 are fresh variables. Their actual names may vary and arenot important. The code for this predicate is presented in Figure 4 and a simple meta-interpreter based on it can be found in Figure 5. In contrast to the meta-interpreterpresented in [26], this meta-interpreter can be executed without specialisation. Note thatwe use an if-then-else construct, written as (if -> then ; else). For the time being weassume this construct to be declarative, i.e. it is just a logical connective as in G�odel [32].But note that even the Prolog if-then-else will behave in a \declarative" way, because the�rst argument to make non ground will always be ground.We can now use Theorem 2.9 to extend the interpreter in Figure 5 for specialisedintegrity checking. Based on Theorem 2.9, we know that we can stop resolving a goal Gwhen it is not potentially added, unless we have performed an incremental resolution stepearlier in the derivation. 13



solve(Prog; []) solve(Prog; [HjT])  non ground member(struct(clause; [HjBody]); Prog);solve(Prog; Body);solve(Prog; T)non ground member(NonGrTerm; [GrHjGrT]) make non ground(GrH; NonGrTerm)non ground member(NonGrTerm; [GrHjGrT]) non ground member(NonGrTerm;GrT)Figure 5: An interpreter for the ground representationincremental solve(Updt;Goal)  potentially added(Updt;Goal),resolve(Updt;Goal)resolve(Updt;Goal)  resolve unincrementally(Updt;Goal; NewGoal),incremental solve(Updt; NewGoal)resolve(Updt;Goal)  resolve incrementally(Updt;Goal; NewGoal),Updt =\hDb+; Db=; Db�i",solve(\Db= [Db+"; NewGoal)Figure 6: Skeleton of the integrity checkerThe skeleton of our meta-interpreter in Figure 6 implements this idea (the full Prologcode can be found in Appendix A). Note that the argument Updt contains the groundrepresentation of the update hDb+;Db=;Db�i. Also, from now on, we use \T " to denotethe ground representation of a term T .The predicate resolve incrementally/3 performs incremental resolution steps (accord-ing to De�nition 2.6) and resolve unincrementally/3 performs non-incremental ones. Thepredicate potentially added/3 tests whether a goal is potentially added by an update ac-cording to De�nition 2.5. Specialised integrity checking now consists in calling incremental solve (\hDb+;Db=;Db�i",  false)The query will succeed if the integrity of the database has been violated by the update. InSubsection 3.3 we will examine how this meta-interpreter can be unfolded by a partial evalu-ator and in Section 4 we will study the implementation of the predicate potentially added/2.14



3.3 Unfolding the Meta-interpreterIn this subsection we will examine how the meta-interpreter of Figure 6 can be unfoldedby a partial evaluator. The discussions are also valid for the simpler meta-interpreter ofFigure 5.Unfolding a meta-interpreter in a satisfactory way is a non-trivial issue and has beenthe topic of a lot of contributions [4,29,39,56,57,63,65,78]. For the fully general case, thisproblem has not been solved yet. However, using a non-ground representation for goals inthe meta-interpreter greatly simpli�es the control of unfolding. In fact, a simple varianttest6 inside the partial evaluator can quite often be su�cient to guarantee termination whenunfolding such a meta-interpreter. This is illustrated in Figure 7, where intermediate goalshave been removed for clarity and where Prog represents an object program inside of whichthe predicate p=1 is recursive via q=1. The meta-interpreter unfolded in the left columnuses a ground representation for resolution and a variant test of the partial evaluator willnot detect a loop. The partial evaluator will have to abstract away the constants 1 and3 in order to terminate and generate specialised code.7 However if we unfold the meta-interpreter of Figure 5, the variant test is su�cient to detect the loop and no abstractionis needed to generate e�cient specialised code. This point is completely independent ofthe internal representation the partial evaluator uses, i.e. of the fact whether the partialevaluator itself uses a ground or a non-ground representation | it might even be writtenin another programming language.A ground solve Non-ground solve of Figure 5solve(Prog; [struct(p; [var(1)])]) solve(Prog; [p( 1)])# #solve(Prog; [struct(q; [var(3)])]) solve(Prog; [q( 3)])# #solve(Prog; [struct(p; [var(3)])]) solve(Prog; [p( 3)])Figure 7: Unfolding meta-interpretersThe partial evaluator which was used in the experiments of this paper actually uses thevariant test combined with annotations of the program to be specialised and the use of themixed representation simpli�ed the control of unfolding. We will give more details on theparticular unfolding strategy of the partial evaluator in Section 5.4.Let us suppose that the issue of unfolding our meta-interpreter is solved. Then thereremains only one issue for specialisation: namely how to implement potentially added such6Meaning that the partial evaluator stops unfolding when it comes upon a variant of a selected atomwhich it has already encountered higher up in the proof tree.7Note that reformulating the variant test so that it takes the ground representation of the meta-interpreter into account solves the problem only partially, because residual clauses generated forsolve(Prog; struct(p; [var(1)])) cannot be used for solve(Prog; struct(p; [var(3)])), i.e. abstraction ismandatory. However for more involved object programs, like the reverse with accumulating parameter,the variant test is not su�cient anyway and abstraction is mandatory for both approaches anyhow.15



that it can be e�ectively partially evaluated. This turns out to be non-trivial as well andin the next section we propose a solution for hierarchical databases.4 Implementing potentially addedThe rules of De�nition 2.3, which are at the basis of the predicate potentially added, canbe directly transformed into a simple logic program which detects in a naive top-downway whether a goal is potentially added or not. Making abstraction of the particularrepresentation of clauses and programs, we might write potentially added like this:potentially added(A; hDB+; DB=; DB�i) A 2 DB+potentially added(A; hDB+; DB=; DB�i) A : : : ; A0; : : : 2 DB=,potentially added(A0; hDB+; DB=; DB�i)Such an approach terminates for hierarchical databases and is very easy to partiallyevaluate. It will however lead to a predicate which has multiple (and maybe identicaland/or covered8) solutions and which might instantiate the (non-ground) goal under con-sideration. This means that, to ensure completeness, we would either have to backtrackand try out a lot of useless instantiations9, or collect all solutions and perform expensivesubsumption tests to keep only the most general ones. The latter approach would have tomake use of a findall primitive as well as a non-declarative instance test, both of whichare very hard to partially evaluate satisfactorily; e.g. e�ective partial evaluation of findallhas to the best of our knowledge not been accomplished yet. Let us illustrate this problemthrough an example.Example 4.1 Let the following clauses be the rules of Db=:mother(X; Y) parent(X; Y); woman(X)father(X; Y) parent(X; Y); man(X)false mother(X; Y); father(X; Z)Let Db� = ; and Db+ = fparent(a; b) ;man(a) g and as usual U = hDb+;Db=;Db�i.A naive top-down implementation will succeed 3 times for the query potentially added( false;\U")and twice for the query8A computed answer � of a goal G is called covered if there exists another computed answer �0 of Gsuch that G� is a strict instance of G�0.9It would also mean that we would have to extend Theorem 2.9 to allow for instantiation, but this isnot a major problem. 16



 potentially added( father(X; Y);\U")with computed answers fX=ag and fX=a; Y=bg. Note that the solution fX=a; Y=bg is \cov-ered" by fX=ag (which means that, if oundering is not possible, it is useless to instantiatethe query by applying fX=a; Y=bg).The above example shows that using a naive top-down implementation inside the integritychecker of Figure 6 is highly ine�cient, because a lot of redundant checking will occur.The solution to this problem is to wrap calls to the predicate potentially added/1 into averify(:) primitive, which succeeds once with the empty computed answer if its argumentsucceeds (in any way) and fails otherwise. This solves the problem of duplicate and coveredsolutions.For instance for Example 4.1 above, both verify(potentially added( false;\U")) verify(potentially added( father(X; Y);\U"))will succeed just once with the empty computed answer and no backtracking is required,because no instantiations are made. The verify(:) primitive can be implemented with theProlog if-then-else construct in the following way:((Goal->fail;true)->fail;true).Although this usage of the if-then-else is no longer declarative, we can still apply the partialevaluation method of [42] which incorporates extensive support for the if-then-else. Thispartial evaluation method will be presented in the next section.The disadvantage of using verify is of course that no instantiations are performed(which in general cut down the search space dramatically). However, as mentioned before,these instantiations can often be performed by the partial evaluation method throughpruning and safe left- and right-propagation of bindings. We will come back to this pointin the next section.5 Partial Evaluation of RLP\Real-life Logic Programming" or simply RLP, is a practically usable subset of Prologencompassing simple built-ins, simple side-e�ects and the if-then-else. For the applicationin this paper, RLP turned out to be ideal. On the one hand, the extra power of if-then-else(but nothing more) was required to implement a meta-interpreter for specialised integritychecking in deductive databases. On the other hand, the restriction to RLP allowed usto produce more e�cient specialised programs than could be obtained by current partialevaluation systems for full Prolog. 17



5.1 De�nition of RLPWe �rst de�ne the RLP language. The syntax of RLP is based on the syntax of de�nitelogic programs with the following extensions and modi�cations.The de�nition of terms remains the same. The set of predicates P is partitioned intothe set of \normal" predicates Pcl de�ned through clauses and the set of built-in predicatesPbi. A normal atom is an atom which is constructed using a predicate symbol 2 Pcl.Similarly a built-in atom is constructed using a predicate symbol 2 Pbi.A RLP-atom is either a normal atom, a built-in atom or it is an expression of the form(if ! then; else) where if; then and else are conjunctions of RLP-atoms. We will denoteby Goals the set of all conjunctions of RLP-atoms.A RLP-clause is an expression of the form Head  Body where Head is a normalatom and Body is a conjunction of RLP-atoms.As can be seen from the above, RLP does not incorporate the negation nor the cut, butuses the if-then-else construct instead. This construct behaves just like the Prolog versionof the if-then-else, which contains a local cut and whose behaviour is as follows:1. If the test-part succeeds then a local cut is executed and the then-part is entered.2. If the test-part fails �nitely then the else-part is entered.3. If the test-part \loops" (i.e. fails in�nitely) then the whole construct loops.Most uses of the cut can actually be mapped to if-then-else constructs and the if-then-elsecan also be used to implement the negation. Also, for a lot of practical programming tasks,the if-then-else can be used to write much more e�cient code when compared to pure logicprograms.Using the if-then-else construct, or some of the Prolog built-ins for that matter, hasimportant consequences on the semantic level. Because the if-then-else contains a localcut, it is sensitive to the sequence of computed answers of the test-part. This means thatthe computation rule and the search rule have to be �xed in order to give a clear meaningto the if-then-else. From now on we will presuppose the Prolog left-to-right computationrule and the lexical search rule. SLD-trees and derivations following this convention willbe called LD-trees and derivations.The two RLP-programs hereafter illustrate the importance of the order of the solutionsfor the if-then-else:Program P1 Program P2q(X) (p(X)! r(X); fail) q(X) (p(X)! r(X); fail)p(a) p(c) p(c) p(a) r(c) r(c) Using the Prolog computation and search rules, the query  q(X) will fail for programP1, whereas it will succeed for P2. All we have done is change the order of the computed18



answers for the predicate p=1. This implies that a partial evaluator which handles theif-then-else has to preserve the sequence of computed answers of all goals prone to be usedinside an if-then-else test-part. This for instance is not guaranteed by the partial deductionframework of [52], which only preserves the computed answers but not their sequence.So the added power of the if-then-else has its price in terms of a more complex partialevaluation procedure. In turn however, the if-then-else, is much better suited for partialevaluation than the \full blown" cut. For instance, a simple denotational semantics, alongthe line of the semantics described in [2] and [69], can be given to RLP and the unfoldingtechniques are also much simpler (see [42] and the example below). Using the if-then-elseinstead of the cut was already advocated by O'Keefe in [64] and performed by Takeuchiand Furukawa in [79].5.2 Specialising RLPIn order to preserve the sequence of computed answers, we have to address the problemof left-propagation of bindings. For instance, unfolding a non-leftmost atom in a clausemight instantiate the head of the clause or the atoms to the left of it. In the context ofextra-logical built-ins this can change the program's behaviour. But even without built-ins, this left-propagation of bindings can change the order of solutions which, as we haveseen above, can lead to incorrect transformations for programs containing the if-then-else.In the example below, P4 is obtained from P3 by unfolding the non-leftmost atom q(Y),thereby changing the sequence of computed answers.Program P3 Program P4p(X; Y) q(X); q(Y) p(X; a) q(X)q(a) p(X; b) q(X)q(b) q(a) q(b) Sequence of computed answers for  p(X; Y)hp(a; a); p(a; b); p(b; a); p(b; b)i hp(a; a); p(b; a); p(a; b); p(b; b)iThis problem of left-propagation of bindings has been solved in various ways in thepartial evaluation literature [66,67,72,73], as well as overlooked in some contributions (e.g.[24]). In the context of unfold/fold transformations of pure logic programs, preservationof the order of solutions, as well as left-termination, is handled e.g. in [5,69].The solution that has been used in [42] for RLP, is to strictly enforce the Prolog left-to-right selection rule. However, sometimes one does not want to select the leftmost atom,for instance because it is a built-in which is not su�ciently instantiated, or simply toensure termination of the partial evaluation process. To cope with this this problem, theconcept of LD-derivations and LD-trees has been extended to LDR-derivations and LDR-trees, which in addition to containing left-most resolution steps also contain residualisationsteps, which remove the left-most atom from the goal and hide it from the left-propagationsof bindings. Generating the residual code from LDR-trees is discussed in [42].19



Unfolding inside the if-then-else is also handled in a rather straightforward manner.This is in big contrast to programs which contain the full blown cut. The reason is thatthe full cut can have an e�ect on all subsequent clauses de�ning the predicate underconsideration. By unfolding, the scope of the cut can be changed, thereby altering thebehaviour of the program. See [12], [72, 73] or [66, 67] for the elaborate techniques thatare required to solve this problem. The cut inside the if-then-else however is local anddoes not a�ect the reachability and meaning of other clauses. It is therefore much easierto handle by a partial evaluator. The following example illustrates this. Unfolding q(X)in the program with the if-then-else poses no problems and leads to a correct specialisedprogram. However unfolding the same atom in the program written with the cut leads toan incorrect specialised program for which e.g. q(a) is no longer a consequence.Program P5 Program P6p(X) (q(X)! fail; true) p(X) q(X); !; failp(X) q(X) (X = a! fail; true) q(X) X = a; !; failq(X) Unfolded Programsp(X) ((X = a! fail; true) p(X) X = a; !; fail; !; fail! fail p(X) !; fail; true) p(X) The exact details on how to unfold the if-then-else can be found in [42]. In [42] wealso showed that freeness and sharing information, which so far have been of little interestin (pure) partial deduction, can be important to produce e�cient specialised programs byremoving useless bindings as well as useless if-then-else tests. The latter often occur whenpredicates with output arguments are used inside the test-part of an if-then-else.A further improvement lies in generating multiple versions of a predicate call accordingto varying freeness information of the arguments. In our implementation we have accom-plished this by integrating the freeness and sharing analysis into the partial evaluationprocess and using more re�ned notions of \instance" and \variant". Our system mightthus generate two versions for a given goal  p(X): one version where X is guaranteed tobe free and one where it is not. Under some circumstances this can substantially improvethe quality of the generated code.In summary, partial evaluation of RLP, can be situated somewhere in the middle be-tween partial deduction of pure logic programs (see [8, 28, 52, 60, 61] and systems likesp [26, 27], sage [29, 30] or more recently ecce [43, 45, 49]) and partial evaluation of fullProlog (e.g. mixtus [72,73] or paddy [66{68]).A partial evaluation system (leupel), which includes all the techniques sketched inthis section, has been developed. The implementation originally grew out of [41]. InSection 6 we will apply this system to obtain specialised update procedures. In the nexttwo subsections we present two more aspects of that system, which are relevant for ourapplication. 20



5.3 Safe Left-Propagation of BindingsAt the end of Section 4 we pointed out that a disadvantage of using verify is that noinstantiations are performed. Fortunately these instantiations can often be performedby the partial evaluation method through pruning and safe left- and right-propagationof bindings. Take for instance a look at the specialised update procedure presented inFigure 10 of Section 6 and generated for the update Db+ = fman(a)  g, Db� = ;.This update procedure tests directly whether woman(A) is a fact, whereas the originalmeta-interpreter of Figure 6 would test whether there are facts matching woman(X) andonly afterwards prune all irrelevant branches. This instantiation performed by the partialevaluator is in fact the reason for the extremely high speedup �gures presented in theresults of Section 6. In a sense, part of the specialised integrity checking is performed bythe meta-interpreter and part is performed by the partial evaluator.The above optimisation was obtained by unfolding and pruning all irrelevant branches.In some cases we can also improve the specialised update procedures by performing a safeleft-propagation of bindings. As we have seen in the previous subsection, left-propagation ofbindings is in general unsafe. There are however some circumstances where bindings can beleft-propagated without a�ecting the correctness of the specialised program. The followingexample illustrates such a safe left-propagation, as well as its bene�ts for e�ciency.Example 5.1 Take the following clause, which might be part of a specialised updateprocedure.incremental solve 1(A) parent(X; Y); (a test! X = A; Y = b; X = A; Y = c)Suppose that a test does not generate side-e�ects and that the c.a.s. of parent=2are always grounding substitutions. The former always holds in our case, because ourincremental solve meta-interpreter of Appendix A is written completely without side-e�ects. The latter is always guaranteed for range restricted database predicates (see e.g.[11]). In that case the binding X = A can be left-propagated in the following way:incremental solve 1(A) X = A; parent(X; Y); (a test ! Y = b; Y = c)This clause will generate the same sequence of computed answers than the originalclause, but will do so much more e�ciently. Usually, there will be lots of parent=2 factsand incremental solve 1 will be called with A instantiated. Therefore, the second clausewill be much more e�cient | the call to parent will just succeed once for every child of Ainstead of succeeding for the entire parent relation.The leupel partial evaluator contains a post-processing phase which performs safe left-propagation of common bindings, like X = A above. However, the analysis performedby the partial evaluator is not yet optimal. By implementing a more precise analysisof the if-then-else structure the speedup �gures could still be improved. Also, a moreaggressive propagation of bindings could be envisaged. Currently only the parts of thebindings which are common to all alternatives (like X = A above) are propagated, meaning21



that no additional choice-points are generated. This conservative approach can never leadto deterioration, but it is also not always optimal. In the context of large deductivedatabases, it is usually bene�cial to also left-propagate the non-common bindings. Forinstance, for Example 5.1 above, we might also left-propagate the bindings concerning X,thereby producing the following clauses:incremental solve 1(A) X = A; Y = b; parent(X; Y); (a test ! true; fail)incremental solve 1(A) X = A; Y = c; parent(X; Y); (a test ! fail; true)In general this specialised update procedure will be even more e�cient. Again, thisindicates that the results in Section 6 can be even further improved.5.4 Control of UnfoldingIn this subsection we describe some further details about the unfolding strategy used bythe leupel system, and indicate how we are able to handle the task of specialising theincremental solve meta-interpreter of Appendix A.The partial evaluation process performed by leupel has been decomposed into threephases:1. the annotation phase, which annotates the program to be specialised by giving indi-cations of how the predicate calls should be unfolded,2. the specialisation phase, which performs the unfolding guided by the annotation ofthe �rst phase,3. the post-processing phase, which performs optimisation on the generated partial de-ductions (i.e. removes useless bindings, performs safe left-propagation of bindings,simpli�es the residual code) and generates the residual program.Such a decomposition has already proven to be useful for self-application in the world offunctional programming (see e.g. [33]) as well as for logic programming ( [62], [29]).Unfortunately, the annotation phase of leupel is not yet automatic and must usuallybe performed by hand. On the positive side, this gives the knowledgeable user very pre-cise control over the unfolding, especially since some quite sophisticated annotations areprovided for. More precisely, the user can give (on-line) conditions on1. when an atom should be evaluated (E) without further testing,2. when it should be unfolded once (U)(unless a loop is detected at partial evaluation time),3. when it should be residualised (R)(i.e. the atom should be left untouched).22



For instance the user can specify that the atom var(X) should be fully evaluated only if itsargument is ground or if its argument is guaranteed to be free (at evaluation time) and thatit should be residualised otherwise. Our partial evaluation method can thus be seen as being\semi on-line" in the sense that some unfolding decisions are made o�-line while othersare still made on-line. This idea has recently been taken up for functional programmingin [77]. Also note that the �lters in the partial evaluator Schism for applicative languages(see [15]) also allow for conditions on when to unfold (U) and when to residualise (R). Theyare however used in a purely o�-line fashion.In our case, the approach of hand annotating the meta-interpreter is very sensible.Indeed, given proper care, the same annotated meta-program can be used for any kindof update pattern. Therefore, investing time in annotating the meta-interpreter of Ap-pendix A | which only has to be done once | gives high bene�ts for all consecutiveapplications and the second and third phases of leupel will then be able to derive spe-cialised update procedures fully automatically, as exempli�ed by the prototype [44].6 Experiments and Results6.1 An ExampleBefore showing the results of our method, let us �rst illustrate in what sense it improvesupon the method of Lloyd et al in [53].Example 6.1 Let the rules in Figure 8 form the intensional part of Db= and let Db+ =fman(a) g, Db� = ;. Then, independently of the facts in Db=, we have that:pos(U) =fman(a); father(a; ); married to(a; );married man(a); unmarried(a); falsegneg(U) =funmarried(a); falsegThe method of Lloyd et al [53] will then generate the following simpli�ed integrity con-straints:false man(a); woman(a)false parent(a; Y); unmarried(a)Given the available information, this simpli�cation of the integrity constraints is notoptimal. Suppose that some fact matching parent(a; Y) exists in the database. Evaluatingthe second simpli�ed integrity constraints above, then leads to the incomplete SLDNF-treedepicted in Figure 9 and subsequently to the evaluation of the goal: woman(a);:married woman(a)This goal is not potentially added and the derivation leading to the goal is not incre-mental. Hence, by Theorem 2.9, this derivation can be pruned and will never lead to a23



successful refutation, given the fact that the database was consistent before the update. Theincremental solve meta-interpreter of Appendix A improves upon this and does not try toevaluate the goal:  woman(a);:married woman(a).mother(X; Y) parent(X; Y); woman(X)father(X; Y) parent(X; Y); man(X)grandparent(X; Z) parent(X; Y); parent(Y; Z);married to(X; Y) parent(X; Z); parent(Y; Z);man(X); woman(Y)married man(X) married to(X; Y)married woman(X) married to(Y; X)unmarried(X) man(X);:married man(X)unmarried(X) woman(X);:married woman(X)false man(X); woman(X)false parent(X; Y); parent(Y; X)false parent(X; Y); unmarried(X)Figure 8: Intensional part of Db=Actually, through partial evaluation of the incremental solve meta-interpreter, thisuseless branch is already pruned at specialisation time. For instance, when generatinga specialised update procedure for the update pattern Db+ = fman(A)  g, Db� = ;,we obtain the update procedure presented in Figure 10.10 This update procedure is verysatisfactory and is in a certain sense optimal. The only way to improve it, would be toadd the information that the predicates in the intensional and the extensional databaseare disjoint. For most applications this is the case, but it is not required by the currentmethod. This explains the seemingly redundant test in Figure 10, checking whether there isa fact married to in the database. Benchmarks concerning this example will be presentedin Section 6.2.6.2 Comparison with Other Partial EvaluatorsIn this subsection, we perform some experiments with the database of Example 6.1. Thegoal of these experiments is to compare the partial evaluation technique presented in Sec-tion 5 with existing partial evaluators for full Prolog and give a �rst impression of thepotential of our approach. In Subsection 6.3, we will do a more extensive study on a more10The �gure actually contains a slightly sugared and simpli�ed version of the resulting update procedure.There is no problem whatsoever, apart from �nding the time for coding, to directly produce the sugaredand simpli�ed version. Also, all the benchmarks were executed on un-sugared and un-simpli�ed versions.24



����	 @@@@R man(a);:married man(a)  woman(a);:married woman(a)?fY=?g unmarried(a) parent(a;Y); unmarried(a)
Figure 9: SLDNF-tree for example 6.1incremental solve 1(X1) :-fact(woman,.(struct(X1,[]),[])).incremental solve 1(X1) :-fact(parent,.(struct(X1,[]),.(X2,[]))),(fact(married to,.(struct(X1,[]),.(X3,[])))-> fail;((fact(parent,.(struct(X1,[]),.(X4,[]))),fact(parent,.(X3,.(X4,[]))),fact(woman,.(X3,[])) )-> fail; true)). Figure 10: Specialised update procedure for adding man(A)complicated database, with more elaborate transactions, and show the bene�ts comparedto the Lloyd et al. method [53].The times for the benchmark are expressed in seconds and were obtained by callingthe time=2 predicate of Prolog by BIM, which incorporates the time needed for garbagecollection, see [70]. We used sets of 400 updates and a fact database consisting of 108 factsand 216 facts respectively. The rule part of the database is presented in Figure 8. Alsonote that, in trying to be as realistic as possible, the fact part of the database has beensimulated by Prolog facts. The tests were executed on a Sun Sparc Classic running underSolaris 2.3.The following di�erent integrity checking methods were benchmarked:1. solve: This is the naive meta-interpreter of Figure 5. It does not use the fact thatthe database was consistent before the update and simply tries to �nd a refutationfor  false.2. ic-solve: This is the incremental solve meta-interpreter performing specialised in-25



tegrity checking, as described in Section 3. The skeleton of the meta-interpreter canbe found in Figure 6, the full code is in Appendix A.3. ic-leupel: These are the specialised update procedures obtained by specialising ic-solve with the partial evaluation system leupel described in Section 5. A prototype,based on leupel, performing these specialisations fully automatically, is publiclyavailable in [44]. This prototype can also be used to get the timings for solve andic-solve above as well as ic-leupel� below.4. ic-leupel�: These are also specialised update procedures obtained by leupel, butthis time with the safe left-propagation of bindings (see Section 5.3) disabled.5. ic-mixtus: These specialised update procedures were obtained by specialising ic-solve using the automatic partial evaluator mixtus described in [72, 73]. Version0.3.3 of mixtus, with the default parameter settings, was used in the experiments.6. ic-paddy: These specialised update procedures were obtained by specialising ic-solveusing the automatic partial evaluator paddy presented in [66{68]. The resultingspecialised procedures had to be slightly converted for Prolog by BIM: get cut/1had to be transformed into mark/1 and cut to/1 into cut/1. We also had to increasethe \term depth" parameter of paddy from its default value. With the default value,paddy actually slowed down the ic-solve meta-interpreter by about 30 %.The �rst experiment we present consists in generating an update procedure for theupdate pattern:Db+ = fman(A) g, Db� = ;,where A is unknown at partial evaluation time. The result of the partial evaluation ob-tained by leupel can be seen in Figure 10 and the timings are summarised in Table 1. The�rst row of �gures contains the absolute and relative times required to check the integrityfor a database with 108 facts. The second row contains the corresponding �gures for adatabase with 216 facts.solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-leupel� ic-mixtus ic-paddy108 facts42.93 s 6.81 s 0.075 s 0.18 s 0.34 s 0.27 s572.4 90.8 1 2.40 4.53 3.60216 facts267.9 s 18.5 s 0.155 s 0.425 s 0.77 s 0.62 s1728.3 119.3 1 2.74 4.96 4.00Table 1: Results for Db+ = fman(A) g, Db� = ;26



The time needed to obtain the ic-leupel specialised update procedure was 78.19 s. Notethat the current implementation of leupel has a very slow post-processor, displays tracinginformation and uses the ground representation. Therefore, it is almost certainly possibleto reduce the time needed for partial evaluation by at least one order of magnitude. Still,even using the current implementation, the time invested into partial evaluation shouldpay o� rather quickly for larger databases. Also, leupel seemed to be faster than mixtusand almost half as fast as paddy.11In another experiment we generated a specialised update procedure for the followingupdate pattern:Db+ = fparent(A;B) g, Db� = ;,where A and B are unknown at partial evaluation time. This update pattern o�ers lessopportunities for specialisation than the previous one. The speedup �gures are still satis-factory but less spectacular. The results are summarised in the following Table 2.solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-leupel� ic-mixtus ic-paddy108 facts43.95 s 7.75 s 0.24 s 0.355 s 0.53 s 0.45 s183.1 32.3 1 1.48 2.21 1.88216 facts273.1 s 21.9 s 0.915 s 1.16 s 1.67 s 1.435 s298 23.9 1 1.26 1.82 1.57Table 2: Results for Db+ = fparent(A;B) g, Db� = ;In summary, the speedups obtained with the leupel system are very encouraging. Thespecialised update procedures execute up to 2 orders of magnitude faster than the intelligentincremental integrity checker ic-solve and up to 3 orders of magnitude faster than the non-incremental solve. The latter speedup can of course be made to grow to almost any �gureby using larger databases. Note that, according to our experience, specialising the solvemeta-interpreter of Figure 5 usually yields speedups reaching at most 1 order of magnitude.Also, the specialised update procedures obtained by using the leupel system performedbetween 1.6 and 5 times faster than the ones obtained by mixtus or paddy. Finally, notethat the safe left-propagation of bindings described in Section 5.3 has a de�nite, bene�ciale�ect on the e�ciency of the specialised update procedures.6.3 A More Comprehensive StudyIn this subsection, we perform a more elaborate study of the specialised update proceduresgenerated by leupel and compare their e�ciency with the one of the well established11Exact comparisons where not made because mixtus runs under Sicstus Prolog, paddy under Eclipseand leupel under Prolog by BIM. 27



technique by Lloyd et al [53], which often performs very well in practice. To that end wewill use a more sophisticated database and more complicated transactions. The rules andintegrity constraints Db= of the database are taken from the most complicated examplein [74] and can be found in Appendix C.For the benchmarks of this subsection, solve, ic-solve and ic-leupel are the same as inthe Subsection 6.2. In addition we also have the integrity checking method ic-lst , whichis an implementation of the method of Lloyd et al [53] and whose code can be found inAppendix B.12For the more elaborate benchmarks, we used 5 di�erent update patterns. The resultsare summarised in the Tables 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The particular update pattern, for which thespecialised update procedures were generated, �gures in the table description. Di�erentconcrete updates, all instances of the given update pattern, were used to measure the e�-ciency of the methods. The second column of each table contains the integrity constraintsviolated by each concrete update. For each particular concrete update, the �rst row con-tains the absolute times for 100 updates and, in order to show the speedups, the secondrow contains the relative time wrt to ic-leupel . Each table is divided into sub-tables fordatabases of di�erent sizes.Update ICs viol solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-lst109 facts1 f2,2g 45.80 s 13.77 s 0.05 s 5.52 s916 275 1 1102 f8g 46.10 s 13.70 s 0.06 s 5.49 s768 228 1 923 fg 47.00 s 13.42 s 0.05 s 5.45 s940 268 1 109218 facts1 f2,2g 108.10 s 23.07 s 0.10 s 5.54 s1081 231 1 552 f8g 108.20 s 23.62 s 0.13 s 5.59 s832 182 1 433 fg 108.00 s 22.92 s 0.09 s 5.49 s1200 255 1 61Table 3: Results for Db+ = ffather(X ;Y) g, Db� = ;As can be seen from the benchmark tables, the update procedures generated by leupelperform extremely well. In Table 6, leupel detected that there is no way this update canviolate the integrity constraints | hence the \in�nite" speedup. For 218 facts, the speedups12We also tried a \dirty" implementation using assert and retracts to store the potential updates. Butto our surprise this solution ran slower than the one shown in Appendix B, which stores the potentialupdates in a list. 28



Update ICs viol solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-lst109 facts1 f6g 46.20 s 65.49 s 0.14 s 11.76 s330 468 1 842 fa1, a1, 10g 46.60 s 66.47 s 0.16 s 10.96 s291 415 1 693 fg 46.40 s 65.27 s 0.13 s 9.95 s357 502 1 77218 facts1 f6g 107.50 s 132.52 s 0.29 s 11.91 s371 457 1 412 fa1, a1, 10g 108.50 s 134.37 s 0.30 s 11.19 s362 448 1 373 fg 109.00 s 135.06 s 0.29 s 9.99 s376 466 1 34Table 4: Results for Db+ = fcivil status(X ;Y;Z;T ) g, Db� = ;Update ICs viol solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-lst109 facts1 fg 47.50 s 73.82 s 0.19 s 17.79 s250 389 1 94218 facts2 fg 109.20 s 153.28 s 0.37 s 17.93 s295 414 1 48Table 5: Results for Db+ = ffather(F ;X ); civil status(X ;Y;Z;T ) g, Db� = ;in the other tables range from 295 to 1200 over solve, from 77 to 466 over ic-solve and from34 to 68 over lst� solve. These speedups are very encouraging and lead us to conjecturethat the approach presented in this paper can be very useful in practice and lead to drastice�ciency improvements.Of course, the larger the database becomes, the more time will be needed on the actualevaluation of the simpli�ed constraints and not on the simpli�cation. That is why therelative di�erence between ic-lst and ic-leupel diminishes with a growing database. In theworst case, namely the �gures for 872 facts in Table 7, ic-leupel \only" runs 6 times fasterthan ic-lst . But for all examples tested so far, using an evaluation mechanism which isslower than in \real" database systems and therefore exaggerates the e�ect of the size ofthe database on the benchmark �gures, the di�erence remains big.We also measured heap consumption of ic-leupel , which used from 61 to 307 times less29



Update ICs viol solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-lst109 facts1 fg 45.80 s 4.03 s 0.00 s 5.90 s\1" \1" 1 \1"2 fg 45.60 s 4.02 s 0.00 s 5.94 s\1" \1" 1 \1"218 facts1 fg 109.80 s 4.12 s 0.00 s 5.90 s\1" \1" 1 \1"2 fg 108.50 s 4.04 s 0.00 s 5.84 s\1" \1" 1 \1"Table 6: Results for Db+ = ;, Db� = ffather(X ;Y) gheap space than ic-solve. Finally, in a small experiment we also tried to specialise ic-lstfor the update patterns using mixtus, but without much success. Speedups were of theorder of 10%.7 Moving to Recursive Databases7.1 The RLP ApproachAs we have seen in the previous section, we were able to produce highly e�cient update pro-cedures for hierarchical databases by partial evaluation of meta-interpreters. The questionis whether these results can be extended in a straightforward way to recursive, strati�eddatabases, maybe by (slightly) adapting the meta-interpreter.In theory the answer should be yes. The \only" added complication is that in a top-down method, a loop check has to be incorporated into potentially added, to ensure termi-nation. This loop check must act on the non-ground representation of the goal and can, forDatalog programs, be based on keeping a history of goals and using the instance or variantcheck to detect loops. Unfortunately, we found out, through �rst initial experiments, thatsuch a loop check is very di�cult to partially evaluate satisfactorily: often partial evalua-tion leads to an explosion of alternatives in the residual code. Furthermore, only a fractionof these alternatives is actually reachable, the reasons being as follows.Firstly, good specialisation of such a loop check requires intricate specialisation of built-ins using freeness information. For example, one has to detect that, if X is guaranteed tobe free, then p(a) is always an instance of p(X). Although being far from obvious, thisspecialisation might still be obtained by the leupel system.There are however further di�culties that have to be overcome. For instance, thepartial evaluator must be able to detect that something like p(f(A)) is always an instanceof p(A), no matter what A stands for. Such reasoning requires analysing in�nitely many30



Update ICs viol solve ic-solve ic-leupel ic-lst109 facts1 f8,8,9ag 45.90 s 17.95 s 0.19 s 15.58 s242 94 1 822 f8,8,9ag 47.20 s 14.79 s 0.16 s 11.13 s295 92 1 703 fg 46.40 s 14.45 s 0.08 s 11.01 s580 181 1 1384 fg 45.90 s 17.57 s 0.11 s 15.37 s417 160 1 140218 facts1 f8,8,9ag 107.20 s 30.03 s 0.35 s 15.44 s306 86 1 442 f8,8,9ag 107.10 s 23.12 s 0.30 s 11.13 s357 77 1 373 fg 107.90 s 22.62 s 0.16 s 10.95 s674 141 1 684 fg 106.90 s 29.30 s 0.24 s 15.25 s445 122 1 64436 facts1 f8,8,9ag 285.30 s 53.76 s 0.96 s 15.76 s297 56 1 16872 facts1 f8,8,9ag 854.80 s 100.89 s 2.88 s 17.01 s297 35 1 6Table 7: Results for Db+ = ;, Db� = fcivil status(X ;Y;Z;T ) gcomputations, something which standard partial evaluation cannot do. This explains thatpartial evaluation of a meta-interpreter containing a loop check will often lead to a codeexplosion with a lot of unreachable constructs.In order to overcome this problem, stronger partial evaluation methods are needed.Very recently, an approach has been proposed in [50] which combines partial deductionwith bottom-up abstract interpretation capabilities. This approach is often able to extractinformation from in�nitely many computations. So, combining leupel and its freenessanalysis with the approach of [50] might result in a system which can obtain specialisedupdate procedures for recursive, strati�ed databases. Further work will be needed toestablish this. 31



7.2 The Declarative ApproachAnother approach has been pursued in [47, 48]. There it was attempted to use pure logicprograms and partial deduction in the hope of overcoming the above mentioned problems.In the course of this work, it turned out that any loop check for the non-ground rep-resentation or the mixed representation is non-declarative by nature. For example, inthe non-ground representation we cannot test in a declarative way whether two atomsare variants (or instances) of each other and non-declarative built-ins, like var/1 and=../2, have to be used to that end. Indeed for the non-ground representation the query variant(p(X); p(a));X = a fails when using a left to right computation rule and suc-ceeds when using a right to left computation rule. Hence variant=2 cannot be declarative.In fact, the exact same reasoning holds for the predicate instance=2. Finally, because thegoals of the mixed representation are also in non-ground form, loop checking cannot beadded declaratively to the mixed representation as well.This insight has prompted us in [47,48] to use the ground representation for the meta-interpreter performing specialised integrity checking. But then, contrary to what one mightexpect, partial deduction was unable to specialise this meta-interpreter in an interestingway and no specialised update procedures could be obtained.The crucial problem in [48] boiled down to a lack of information propagation at theobject level. Indeed, the ground representation has to make use of an explicit uni�cationalgorithm. Take for instance a meta-interpreter which implements specialised integritychecking as outlined in Section 2. To calculate the set of positive potential updates pos(U),the meta-interpreter will select an atom C 2 posi(U), unify it with an atom B in the bodyof a clause A  : : : ; B; : : : 2 Db= and then apply the uni�er to the head A to obtain aninduced, potential update of posi+1(U). At partial deduction time, the atoms A;B andC are in general not fully known. If we want to obtain e�ective specialisation, it is vitalthat the information we do possess about C (and B) is propagated \through" uni�cationtowards A. If this knowledge is not carried along no substantial compilation will occur andit will be impossible to obtain e�cient specialised update procedures.To solve this problem, again an in�nite number of di�erent computations have to beanalysed | something which standard partial deduction cannot do. The problem wassolved in [48] via a new implementation of the ground representation combined with acustom specialisation technique. Some promising results were obtained, but the resultsare still far away from the good results obtained for hierarchical databases in this paper.One reason was that the problems mentioned above for the instance check using the non-ground representation also persist to some extent with the ground representation. Also, aswe already discussed in Section 5.4, it is more di�cult to properly unfold meta-interpreterswhich use the ground representation instead of the non-ground or the mixed representation.So, also for the ground representation, further work, using maybe the techniques developedin [50], will be required to handle recursive databases in a satisfactory way.32



8 ConclusionWe presented the idea of obtaining specialised update procedures for deductive databasesin a principled way: namely by writing a meta-interpreter for specialised integrity checkingand then partially evaluating this meta-interpreter for certain update patterns. The goalwas to obtain specialised update procedures which perform the integrity checking muchmore e�ciently than the generic integrity checking methods.In this paper we have �rst described this approach in general and then presented a newintegrity checking method well suited for partial evaluation. We then discussed severalimplementation details of this integrity checking method and gained insights into issuesconcerning the ground versus the non-ground representation. We notably argued for the useof a \mixed" representation, in which the object program is represented using the groundrepresentation, but where the goals are lifted to the non-ground representation for resolu-tion. This approach has the advantage of using the exibility of the ground representationfor representing knowledge about the object program (in our case the deductive databasealong with the updates), while using the e�ciency of the non-ground representation forresolution. The mixed representation is also much better suited for partial evaluation thanthe full ground representation.In a �rst approach, we have restricted ourselves to normal, hierarchical databases. Also,for e�ciency purposes, the meta-interpreter for specialised integrity checking had to makeuse of a verify construct. In essence, the verify construct is used to test whether agiven goal, encountered while checking the integrity of a database upon an update, mightbe inuenced by that update. If this is not the case the integrity checker will stop thederivation of the goal.This verify primitive can be implemented via the if-then-else construct. We have thuspresented an extension of pure Prolog, called RLP, which incorporates the if-then-elseand we have presented how this language can be specialised. We have drawn upon thetechniques in [42] and presented the partial evaluator leupel and a prototype [44] basedupon it, which can generate specialised update procedure fully automatically.This prototype has been used to conduct extensive experiments, the results of whichwere very encouraging. Speedups reached and exceeded 2 orders of magnitude when spe-cialising the integrity checker for a given set of integrity constraints and a given set ofrules. These high speedups are also due to the fact that the partial evaluator performspart of the integrity checking. We also compared the specialised update procedures withthe well known approach in [53], and the results show that big performance improvements,also reaching and exceeding 2 orders of magnitude, can be obtained.To summarise, it seems that partial evaluation is capable of automatically generatinghighly specialised update procedures for hierarchical databases with negation.Future DirectionsIn the current paper we have discussed how to extend the results to recursive, strati�eddatabases and we have indicated that further work, using maybe the techniques developed33



in [50], will be needed to handle recursion in a fully satisfactory manner.One might also apply the techniques of this paper to other meta-interpreters, whichhave a more exible way of specifying static and dynamic parts of the database and are lessentrenched in the concept that facts change more often than rules and integrity constraints.Another important point is the e�ciency of generating the specialised update proce-dures, as opposed to running them. For the examples presented in this paper, the updateprocedures have to be re-generated when the rules or the integrity constraints change. Atechnique, based on work by Benkerimi and Shepherdson [3], could be used to incremen-tally adapt the specialised update procedure whenever the rules or integrity constraintschange.13 Another approach might be based on using a self-applicable partial evaluationsystem in order to obtain e�cient update procedure compilers by self-application.On the level of practical applications, one might try to apply the methods of this paperto abductive and inductive logic programs. For instance, we conjecture that solvers forabduction, like the SLDNFA procedure [21], can greatly bene�t in terms of e�ciency, bygenerating specialised integrity checking procedures for each abducible predicate.Finally, it might also be investigated whether partial evaluation alone is able to derivespecialised integrity checks. In other words, is it possible to obtain specialised integritychecks by partially evaluating a simple solve meta-interpreter, like the one of Figure 5.In that case, self-applicable partial evaluation could be used to obtain specialised updateprocedures by performing the second Futamura projection [23, 25] and update procedurecompilers by performing the third Futamura projection. Combining partial deduction withabstract interpretation, extending e.g. [50] for richer abstract domains, might provide a wayof achieving this goal.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank Bern Martens for proof-reading several versions of this paper andfor his helpful insights and comments on the topic of this paper. We would also like tothank him for his huge pile of references on integrity checking and for introducing the �rstauthor to the subject. We thank Bart Demoen for sharing his expertise on writing e�cientProlog programs. Our thanks also go to John Gallagher for pointing out several errors inan earlier version of the paper and for the fruitful discussions on partial evaluation andintegrity checking. Finally we would like to thank anonymous referees of PEPM'95 fortheir useful remarks.References[1] K. R. Apt. Introduction to logic programming. In J. van Leeuwen, editor, Handbook ofTheoretical Computer Science, chapter 10, pages 495{574. North-Holland Amsterdam,1990.13Thanks to Bern Martens for pointing this out. 34
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/* ----------------------------- *//* INCREMENTAL IC CHECKER *//* ----------------------------- */incremental_solve(GoalList,DB) :-verify_one_potentially_added(GoalList,DB),inc_resolve(GoalList,DB).inc_resolve([pos(NgH)|NgT],DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),db_fact_lookup(NgH),not(non_ground_member(NgH,DeletedFacts)),incremental_solve(NgT,DB).inc_resolve([pos(NgH)|NgT],DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(NgH,AddedFacts),/* print(found_added_fact(NgH)),nl, */append(AddedRules,ValidOldRules,NewRules),normal_solve(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,NewRules,NgT).inc_resolve([pos(NgH)|NgT],DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(NgH)|NgBody]),ValidOldRules),append(NgBody,NgT,NewGoal),incremental_solve(NewGoal,DB).inc_resolve([pos(NgH)|NgT],DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(NgH)|NgBody]),AddedRules),append(AddedRules,ValidOldRules,NewRules),normal_solve(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,NewRules,NgBody),normal_solve(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,NewRules,NgT).inc_resolve([not(NgH)|NgT],DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),append(AddedRules,ValidOldRules,NewRules),(normal_solve(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,NewRules,[pos(NgH)])-> (fail); (verify_potentially_added(not(NgH),DB)-> (normal_solve(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,NewRules,NgT)); (incremental_solve(NgT,DB)))).verify_one_potentially_added(GoalList,DB) :-( (one_potentially_added(GoalList,DB) -> fail ; true)-> fail; true). 42



one_potentially_added(GoalList,DB) :-member(Literal,GoalList),potentially_added(Literal,DB)./* --------------------------------------------------- *//* Determining the literals that are potentially added *//* --------------------------------------------------- *//* verify if a literal is potentially added -without making any bindings and succeeding only once */verify_potentially_added(Literal,DB) :-( (potentially_added(Literal,DB) -> fail ; true)-> fail; true).potentially_added(neg(Atom),DB) :-potentially_deleted(pos(Atom),DB).potentially_added(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(Atom,AddedFacts).potentially_added(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(Atom)|NgBody]),AddedRules).potentially_added(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(Atom)|NgBody]),ValidOldRules),member(BodyLiteral,NgBody),potentially_added(BodyLiteral,DB).potentially_deleted(neg(Atom),DB) :-potentially_added(pos(Atom),DB).potentially_deleted(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(Atom,DeletedFacts).potentially_deleted(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(Atom)|NgBody]),DeletedRules).potentially_deleted(pos(Atom),DB) :-DB = db(AddedFacts,DeletedFacts,ValidOldRules,AddedRules,DeletedRules),non_ground_member(term(clause,[pos(Atom)|NgBody]),ValidOldRules),member(BodyLiteral,NgBody),potentially_deleted(BodyLiteral,DB)./* -------------------------------------- */43



/* non_ground_member(NgExpr,GrListOfExpr) *//* -------------------------------------- */non_ground_member(NgX,[GrH|GrT]) :-make_non_ground(GrH,NgX).non_ground_member(NgX,[GrH|GrT]) :-non_ground_member(NgX,GrT)./* --------------------------------------------------------- *//* make_non_ground(GroundRepOfExpr,NonGroundRepOfExpr) *//* --------------------------------------------------------- *//* ex. ?-make_non_ground(pos(term(f,[var(1),var(2),var(1)])),X). */make_non_ground(G,NG) :-mng(G,NG,[],Sub).mng(var(N),X,[],[sub(N,X)]).mng(var(N),X,[sub(M,Y)|T],[sub(M,Y)|T1]) :-((N=M)-> (T1=T, X=Y); (mng(var(N),X,T,T1))).mng(term(F,Args),term(F,IArgs),InSub,OutSub) :-l_mng(Args,IArgs,InSub,OutSub).mng(not(G),not(NG),InSub,OutSub) :-mng(G,NG,InSub,OutSub).mng(pos(G),pos(NG),InSub,OutSub) :-mng(G,NG,InSub,OutSub).l_mng([],[],Sub,Sub).l_mng([H|T],[IH|IT],InSub,OutSub) :-mng(H,IH,InSub,IntSub),l_mng(T,IT,IntSub,OutSub)./* --------------------------------------------- *//* SIMULATING THE DEDUCTIVE DATABASE FACT LOOKUP *//* --------------------------------------------- */db_fact_lookup(term(Pred,Args)) :-fact(Pred,Args).fact(female,[term(mary,[])]).fact(male,[term(peter,[])]).fact(male,[term(paul,[])])....B The ic-lst Meta-Interpreter for the BenchmarksThis appendix contains the code of an implementation of the method by Lloyd, Topor andSonenberg [53] for specialised integrity checking in deductive databases.44



/* ================================================================== *//* Bottom-Up Propagation of updates according to Lloyd et al's Method *//* ================================================================== */:- dynamic lts_rules/1.construct_lts_rules :-retract(lts_rules(R)),fail.construct_lts_rules :-findall(clause(Head,Body),rule(Head,Body),Rules),assert(lts_rules(Rules)).lts_check(Nr,Update) :-lts_rules(Rules),check_ic(Nr,Update,Rules).check_ic(Nr,Update,Rules) :-bup(Rules,Update,AllPos),!,member(false(Nr),AllPos),member(clause(false(Nr),Body),Rules),member(Atom,Body),member(Atom,AllPos),normal_solve(Body,Update)./* This is the main Predicate *//* Rules is the intensional part of the database *//* Update are the added facts to the extensional database *//* Pos is the set of (most general) atoms potentially affected by the update */bup(Rules,Update,Pos) :-bup(Rules,Update,Update,Pos).bup(Rules,Update,InPos,OutPos) :-bup_step(Rules,Update,[],NewPos,InPos,IntPos),((NewPos=[])-> (OutPos=IntPos); (bup(Rules,NewPos,IntPos,OutPos))).bup_step([],_Pos,NewPos,NewPos,AllPos,AllPos).bup_step([Clause1|Rest],Pos,InNewPos,ResNewPos,InAllPos,ResAllPos) :-Clause1 = clause(Head,Body),bup_treat_clause(Head,Body,Pos,InNewPos,InNewPos1,InAllPos,InAllPos1),bup_step(Rest,Pos,InNewPos1,ResNewPos,InAllPos1,ResAllPos).bup_treat_clause(Head,[],Pos,NewPos,NewPos,AllPos,AllPos).bup_treat_clause(Head,[BodyAtom|Rest],Pos,InNewPos,OutNewPos,InAllPos,OutAllPos) :-bup_treat_body_atom(Head,BodyAtom,Pos,InNewPos,InNewPos1,InAllPos,InAllPos1),bup_treat_clause(Head,Rest,Pos,InNewPos1,OutNewPos,InAllPos1,OutAllPos).45



bup_treat_body_atom(Head,BodyAtom,[],NewPos,NewPos,AllPos,AllPos).bup_treat_body_atom(Head,BodyAtom,[Pos1|Rest],InNewPos,OutNewPos,InAllPos,OutAllPos) :-copy(Pos1,Pos1C),copy(g(Head,BodyAtom),g(CHead,CBodyAtom)),(propagate_atom(CHead,CBodyAtom,Pos1C,NewHead)-> (add_atom(NewHead,InAllPos,InAllPos1,Answer),((Answer=dont_add)-> (InNewPos2=InNewPos,InAllPos2=InAllPos1); (add_atom(NewHead,InNewPos,InNewPos1,Answer2),((Answer2=dont_add)-> (InNewPos2=InNewPos1,InAllPos2=InAllPos1); (InNewPos2=[NewHead|InNewPos1],InAllPos2=[NewHead|InAllPos1]))))); (InNewPos2=InNewPos,InAllPos2=InAllPos)),bup_treat_body_atom(Head,BodyAtom,Rest,InNewPos2,OutNewPos,InAllPos2,OutAllPos).propagate_atom(Head,BodyAtom,Pos,NewAtom) :-BodyAtom = Pos, !,NewAtom = Head.propagate_atom(Head,BodyAtom,not(Pos),NewAtom) :- !,BodyAtom = Pos,NewAtom = not(Head).propagate_atom(Head,not(BodyAtom),Pos,NewAtom) :- !,BodyAtom = Pos,NewAtom = not(Head).add_atom(NewAtom,[],[],add).add_atom(NewAtom,[Pos1|Rest],OutPos,Answer) :-(covered(NewAtom,Pos1)-> (OutPos = [Pos1|Rest],Answer=dont_add); (covered(Pos1,NewAtom)-> (OutPos=OutRest,add_atom(NewAtom,Rest,OutRest,Answer)); (OutPos=[Pos1|OutRest],add_atom(NewAtom,Rest,OutRest,Answer)))). 46



C A More Sophisticated DatabaseThe following is the intensional part of a database adapted from [74] (where it is the mostcomplicated database) and transformed into rule format (using Lloyd-Topor transforma-tions [54] done by hand) required by [44].parent(B,C) <- father(B,C)parent(B,C) <- mother(B,C)mother(B,C) <- father(D,C) & husband(D,B)age(B,C) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E)sex(B,C) <- civil_status(B,D,C,E)dependent(B,C) <- parent(C,B) & occupation(C,service) & occupation(B,student)occupation(B,C) <- civil_status(B,D,E,C)eq(B,B) <-aux_male_female(male) <-aux_male_female(female) <-aux_status(student) <-aux_status(retired) <-aux_status(business) <-aux_status(service) <-aux_limit(B,C) <- greater_than(B,0) & less_than(B,100000) &greater_than(C,0) & less_than(C,125)false(a1) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E) & civil_status(B,F,G,H) & ~eq(C,F)false(a2) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E) & civil_status(B,F,G,H) & ~eq(D,G)false(a3) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E) & civil_status(B,F,G,H) & ~eq(E,H)false(2) <- father(B,C) & father(D,C) & ~eq(B,D)false(3) <- husband(B,C) & husband(D,C) & ~eq(B,D)false(4) <- husband(B,C) & husband(B,D) & ~eq(C,D)false(5) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E) & aux_male_female(B) &aux_status(E) & ~aux_limit(B,C)false(6) <- civil_status(B,C,D,student) & ~less_than(C,25)false(7) <- civil_status(B,C,D,retired) & ~greater_than(C,60)false(8) <- father(B,C) & ~sex(B,male)false(9a) <- husband(B,C) & ~sex(B,male)false(9b) <- husband(B,C) & ~sex(C,female)false(10a) <- husband(B,C) & age(B,D) & ~greater_than(D,19)false(10b) <- husband(B,C) & age(C,D) & ~greater_than(D,19)false(11) <- civil_status(B,C,D,E) & less_than(C,20) & ~eq(E,student)47


